


Have you ever wondered why you are wired the way you are when it 
comes to your finances? Why can’t you save? Why do you spend so much? 
Why are you so fearful of anything financially related? Why do you give 
so much that it truly hurts your bank account? Why are you so miserly? 
It is in seeking to understand the why that you can change for the better. 
This book will help you deeply examine your God- given money type. 
Once you understand your type you can find financial peace.

Michelle Singletary, author of The 21-Day Financial Fast and 
personal f inance columnist for The Washington Post

The Seven Money Types is not a book on how to manage money. Rather, 
it is a unique approach to understanding how you innately relate to 
handling money. You will likely find yourself in one of these seven types. 
It reveals the benefits and pitfalls of each type. A careful reading will help 
you make the most of who you are and better understand others who are 
wired differently. A fascinating concept. 

Gary Chapman, PhD, author, The Five Love Languages

To know Tommy Brown is to know a man of wisdom and courage. His 
wisdom is evident on every page of this book; his courage is reflected 
in his eagerness to truly live the words of the ancient sage who taught, 
“Who is wise? He who learns from everyone.” Many books offer little or 
nothing. Other books are moving and heartwarming. But this book by 
Tommy Brown is in a rare category: it has the power to actually trans-
form your life for the better. Be prepared: the road you are on will never 
be the same after reading (and studying) this down- to- earth spiritual 
masterpiece.

R abbi Arthur Kurzweil, teacher and author

Tommy Brown’s financial insight and passion for teaching others about 
financial stewardship is undeniable! In his book The Seven Money Types, 
he teaches financial wellness strategies, but more than that, he teaches 
us how to understand the heart, or good intentions, behind our and our 
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loved ones’ financial decisions. This is the money book I recommend to 
my counseling clients!

Shannon Warden, PhD, coauthor with Dr. Gary Chapman  
of Things I Wish I’ d Known Before We Became Parents ;  

assistant teaching professor, Wake Forest University

With compassion, Scriptural insights and pertinent examples from his 
pastoral and professional experience, Tommy Brown makes the con-
vincing case that to align the ways we think and feel about money with 
how God designed us leads to empowerment— to do good in the world 
and nurture relationships, including with those who, by God’s design, 
may view money differently. He teaches us to be gentle with ourselves 
and reminds us that financial well- being is not based on the amount of 
money we have in the bank but on the “why” that drives our decisions, 
hopes, dreams, and partnerships. 

Maria Henson, Pulitzer Prize Winner

Using seven biblical money types as examples of financial stewardship, 
Tommy Brown presents a most creative teaching on the ways each of 
us can use well the money we are entrusted with. You will enjoy and be 
stimulated by this book!

Dr. George O. Wood, General Superintendent  
of the Assemblies of God

The Seven Money Types does for finances what Gary Chapman’s The Five 
Love Languages does for personal relationships. If you want a greater sense of 
clarity surrounding why you relate to money the way you do, look no fur-
ther than this book. Not only will The Seven Money Types give you a greater 
sense of self- understanding, it will also give you a deeper appreciation for the 
unique way God has wired each one of us. Reading this book and realizing 
I am a “Jacob type” has changed everything for me, financially speaking. I 
encourage you to read this book. You won’t be sorry you did. 

Rev. Austin Carty, Survivor cast member; author,  
High Points and Lows
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Tommy Brown’s The Seven Money Types is an insightful analysis of how 
people respond to money and wealth. I have read many books on the 
topic, and I manage money professionally. Brown’s discovery of the 
wealth attributes of key biblical figures and the related shadow sides 
should appeal to sophisticated asset managers and individual savers alike. 
It is definitely worth reading.

Jay Helvey, partner, Cassia Capital Partners LLC

A fresh, liberating perspective on how Christians can think about faith 
and finances. Moving beyond tired dichotomies, Brown points us toward 
a healthy relationship with money and possessions. I highly recommend 
The Seven Money Types.

Fred Bahnson, author, Soil and Sacrament ; faculty,  
Wake Forest University

Through a creative use of biblical archetypes, Brown helps us to see that 
our relationship to money is about more than spending and saving. Our 
relationship to money mirrors our relationships with God and with one 
another. This book offers practical suggestions, but more than that, opens 
the reader to understand how handling money is a spiritual practice. 

Gail R. O’Day, Dean and Professor of New Testament and Preaching, 
Wake Forest University School of Divinity 

Tommy Brown has given us a unique perspective on how God has shaped 
us to steward resources. As you study the journeys of these seven biblical 
characters, your own financial path will become clearer.

Leighton Ford, president, Leighton Ford Ministries

Tommy is a personal friend and one of the most knowledgeable persons 
I know in his field of expertise. Everyone who reads this book will gain 
great personal benefit.

David Cooper, senior pastor, Mount Paran Church of God
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19

C H A P T E R  1

THE SEVEN BIBLICAL 
MONEY TYPES

For the better part of a decade, I talked with friends, pastors, 
professors, and financial planners about my theory that God 

created every human being with a unique money type. That is, 
God designed each person in his image to relate to resources in 
general, and money in particular, in a distinct way. I took stabs 
at identifying what those money types were and, as a pastor seek-
ing ways to convey these important truths to others, I extensively 
explored the Scriptures in search of the biblical characters who best 
represented the particular money types I saw in my everyday work 
in the area of faith and finances.

As I taught financial management courses, both at the congre-
gational and collegiate levels, I dialed in to the unique ways people 
feel, think, and act concerning money. I noticed how often people 
felt guilty for not thinking the way someone else thought about 
money. I often heard phrases like “I’m just ‘bad’ with money.” 
Conversely, I recognized how regularly some people felt superior 
because their way of relating to resources more closely resembled 
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20 g The Seven Money Types

the prevailing culture’s attitudes toward what was defined as finan-
cial success. They were “good” with money. 

Interestingly, most people seemed to think there is only 
one— or maybe two— “right” way to handle money. But I believed 
there were more “right” ways to relate with money, and that it had 
everything to do with how God designed us. I began reading and 
studying about this topic in earnest.

Eventually my theological studies required that I take a course 
on Judaism, which transpired in Falls Village, Connecticut. There, 
unaware he is one of today’s leading Jewish thinkers, I met Rabbi 
Arthur Kurzweil, and he became a dear friend and dialogue part-
ner. Our hearts connected immediately, and within a few hours I 
shared my belief that God designed humans in his image and that 
the unique way each of us is designed in God’s image affects how 
we handle money.

Rabbi Kurzweil listened and smiled. I didn’t know whether his 
smile meant he thought I was a complete heretic and that he was 
about to destroy my theory or that I was in fact onto something. 
When I shared with him my thesis that biblical characters such as 
Abraham, Moses, and David served as money types who embody 
and clarify certain aspects of what it means to be made in God’s 
image, he leaned in and whispered, “The characters you’re looking 
for, they’re already picked. They were selected long ago. You’re not 
crazy.” Now he had my full attention.

We talked late into the night. I learned not only that my intu-
itions and research were valid, but that for ages many people of 
Jewish faith have held as part of their faith tradition that distinct 
aspects of God’s image are revealed through seven biblical char-
acters: Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, Joseph, Moses, Aaron, and David. 
These individuals are so prominent and memorable within the 
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The Seven Biblical Money Types g 21

Scriptures because each of their lives represents something signifi-
cant about what it means to be human, to be made in God’s image. 
They represent what we aspire to attain.

Streams of the Jewish tradition affirm that, through their lives 
and stories, each of these individuals leads us into a clearer under-
standing of one aspect of what it means to be made in God’s image. 
At this intersection their tradition merged with and informed my 
theory and experience in financial management and coaching. 
The seven biblical characters who represent seven aspects of God’s 
image are the seven money types, because, as you’ll soon discover, 
Scripture teaches that to be made in God’s image is to properly 
steward creation and its resources, including money.

As a Christian, some of my views surrounding these traditions 
are certainly different from those of the Jewish tradition; neverthe-
less, I was able to discern areas of commonality and truth in this 
Jewish construct that enlightened my approach to clarifying and 
understanding the seven money types.

Over the following years, I studied the lives of these seven 
characters, selecting and drawing upon principles that aligned with 
my faith and experience in the Christian tradition. Viewing these 
seven biblical characters through the lens of money types affirmed 
my experience in pastoral ministry, financial coaching, and my 
biblical studies: people relate to the world around them (including 
how they relate to money) in seven primary ways, and these seven 
ways are modeled by these seven figures. Individually, each of the 
seven biblical figures inspires us to embrace the fullness of what it 
means to be made in God’s image, especially in the ways we relate 
to money. When held together, they compose a breathtaking and 
inspiring picture of God’s image— a life with God we’ve always 
dreamed of.
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22 g The Seven Money Types

Now I’ve discovered the key to financial well- being is to cease 
striving for what you do not have and to reach deeper into who 
you are, into who God designed you to be, and to start your jour-
ney there. Then as you continually mature as a person of faith, 
your experience of how you handle money will deepen. And as you 
handle money differently, your faith experience will also deepen. 
Each makes an impact on the other because money matters are a 
primary space where we learn to trust God. God and money will 
begin to work together to give voice to your soul’s longings as God 
uses your relationship to money to bring hope and healing into the 
world.

The Seven Money Types and God’s Image

This journey to discovering your money type and experiencing 
financial well- being originates in a most familiar part of Jewish 
and Christian history. The ancient Jews safeguarded a story that 
reveals how God created humans as what we’ve come to call imago 
Dei, the image of God.

Then God said, “Let us make humankind in our image, accord-

ing to our likeness . . .” So God created humankind in his image, 

in the image of God he created them; male and female he created 

them. God blessed them, and God said to them, “Be fruitful and 

multiply, and fill the earth and subdue it; and have dominion 

over the fish of the sea and over the birds of the air and over every 

living thing that moves upon the earth.” (Gen. 1:26–28 NRSV)

Astoundingly, humans are made in the image of God. The 
microcosm of human life reflects the macrocosm of divine real-
ity; in other words, the smallness of our lives somehow depicts 
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the bigness of God. This is mystery, and yet it is precisely where 
we must begin, from a biblical standpoint, if we hope to discover 
how we are designed to relate to the world around us, especially to 
money.

The assignment of God- imaged humans was to multiply and 
care for creation and its resources, which has come to include 
money. Forevermore, human fulfillment— a sense of peace and 
wholeness— would be wrapped up in how well we carried out this 
assignment. Thereby, the imago Dei would fill the whole earth, 
with God’s love and light all over the place, all the time.

This image, however, was marred as our first parents trans-
gressed God’s ways by using resources (who can forget that 
forbidden apple?) in a manner incongruent with their souls’ deep-
est desires— to know and love God forever. The way they handled 
resources affected their relationship with God. Since that time, 
God has worked to restore the imago Dei and make the world whole 
again, using humanity’s relationship to resources to form faith in 
God and as an expression of God’s love and care for the world. 
Jewish writer Leonard Fein thoughtfully expressed our challenge 
when he wrote, “We are called to see the beauty through the blem-
ishes, to believe it can be restored, and to feel ourselves implicated 
in its restoration. We are called to be fixers.”1

The story unfolds, and over the course of hundreds of years, 
God used seven individuals to shepherd his people and lead them 
back into his ways: Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, Joseph, Moses, Aaron, 
and David. Through their lives and teachings they carried a special 
message into the earth to remind humanity of what it’s like to do 
life with God; indeed, what it’s like to be made in God’s image. 
Each of these seven characters revealed one of the seven aspects 
of what it means to be made in God’s image. They guided God’s 
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people into their future, which was really a restoration of the best 
of their past, of what was lost in Eden.

Individually, each one highlights a unique aspect of what it 
means to be God- imaged:

Abraham offers God’s hospitality.
Isaac demonstrates God’s discipline.
Jacob reflects God’s beauty.
Joseph depicts God’s connection.
Moses manifests God’s endurance.
Aaron embodies God’s humility.
David influences with God’s leadership.

While each of their lives demonstrated one aspect of God’s 
image in a unique and clearly recognizable way, no single character 
fully embodied all aspects of God’s image to the utmost degree. 
They all provided glimpses; none fully represented the totality of 
what it means to be made in God’s image.

If the fullness of each of the seven aspects of God’s image were 
realized, we’d behold the fullness of human potential. In both the 
Christian and Jewish traditions, this is realized in the personhood 
of the Messiah. Because none of us is perfect, each one of us is nec-
essary to the human race to give us a clearer image of who God is 
and what life with God can be like. The apostle Paul put it like this:

Just as a body, though one, has many parts, but all its many 

parts form one body, so it is with Christ. For we were all bap-

tized by one Spirit so as to form one body— whether Jews or 

Gentiles, slave or free— and we were all given the one Spirit to 

drink. Even so the body is not made up of one part but of many. 

Now if the foot should say, “Because I am not a hand, I do not 
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belong to the body,” it would not for that reason stop being part 

of the body. And if the ear should say, “Because I am not an eye, 

I do not belong to the body,” it would not for that reason stop 

being part of the body. If the whole body were an eye, where 

would the sense of hearing be? If the whole body were an ear, 

where would the sense of smell be? But in fact God has placed 

the parts in the body, every one of them, just as he wanted them 

to be. If they were all one part, where would the body be? As it 

is, there are many parts, but one body. (1 Cor. 12:12–20)

We are not all Christians or Jews, but in a greater sense we are 
all part of a larger body of humanity. All of us— Christians, Jews, 
Buddhists, Muslims, and people of other faiths or no faith, such 
as atheists or agnostics— are made in God’s image. Being made 
in God’s image is not determined by confession or creed, but by 
God’s own design and initiative.

We all reflect God’s image in some way or another, and 
everyone has a money type. For the purposes of this book, however, 
I’ve focused the material toward a Judeo- Christian understanding 
of faith and finances, illustrating how understanding and embrac-
ing your money type helps you experience financial well- being and 
spiritual maturity in light of these beliefs and traditions.

The way we’re designed in God’s image affects how we relate 
to resources. Interestingly, when we explore scriptural stories about 
each of these seven shepherds, we’ll notice that each shepherd relates 
to resources out of the aspect of divine image he represents. For 
example, Abraham represents hospitality, and we almost always see 
Abraham using his resources in hospitable ways. Isaac is different, 
approaching resources with an eye toward making the most out 
of whatever he has. He’s a disciplined maximizer to the core. The 
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same holds true of the other five biblical characters— each relates 
to resources out of the aspect of divine image he embodies. This 
makes perfect sense, from a scriptural perspective, because to be 
made in God’s image is to care properly for resources and creation 
(Gen. 1:28).

The way each character related to resources flowed from the 
unique aspect of the image of God he represented. Therefore, for 
our purposes, they demonstrate the seven primary ways God’s 
image is revealed in the earth through the way we handle resources.2

Revealing God’s Image to the World

The Scriptures summon us into the story. Now we’ve received the 
invitation and commission to reveal God’s image to the world, and 
to do so, we must discern and develop our relationship with money 
by discovering and growing in our money type. If we align the 
ways we think, feel, and act financially with how God designed us, 
we become his partners through our use of money to impact the 
world in profound ways.

Each of the seven biblical characters shows us some virtue 
we hope to attain; each represents something larger than life— 
something we emulate and something we know in our souls is a 
better and more holistic way of life. However, while we hope to 
grow in all aspects of what it means to be made in God’s image, 
our souls typically gravitate toward one of seven pathways as it 
relates to God and money.

We’re drawn to a certain character’s story because it is, in 
some way, our story. It is as though our souls sing harmony to the 
melody of one of their stories. For example, perhaps you’ve always 
connected with David. Now you’ll understand why.
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Keep in mind that nobody is purely one type, and this is by 
design. Occasionally some people equally identify with more than 
one type. For example, you may find you equally identify with the 
Abraham and Aaron types.

All the types, to some degree or another, are at play in our 
lives. All the types are at work in our experience of the world and 
its resources, and we’re meant to understand and grow in each of 
them. However, most often you’ll resonate most strongly with one 
money type.

Other Factors That Affect 
Your Views of Money

God is not the only one who has shaped your thoughts and actions 
regarding money. The ways we relate to money are also shaped by 
our closest relationships. We’ve picked up practices and paradigms, or 
ways of thinking about the world, from these important connections.

While God uniquely shaped us to relate to creation and its 
resources, if we allow him to, he also works with the raw materials 
of our lives— both our genealogies and our most recent lived expe-
riences— to form us into the best version of ourselves so we use 
money in the best ways possible. God’s work interweaves the fabric 
of our stories. While we enter the world with certain dispositions 
and inclinations, our experiences along the way make an impact on 
and shape those inherent qualities.

As we begin this journey together, the most important step 
is the next step, and the next step is taken from the place where 
you now stand. You bring your full self into your next step, your 
deepest and most God- instilled inclinations and your past experi-
ences. Really, there’s no way or reason to neatly separate how God 
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designed you from how life has shaped you— you are who you are, 
and God has been at work in it all.

Seeking to Understand Why

As we explore the various money types, keep in mind this important 
point: we’re seeking to understand why we handle money the ways 
we do, which stem from our basic beliefs about money. For example, 
any money type can donate to a cause, but each of the types is moti-
vated to do so for a particular reason. All types will make purchases, 
but understanding why each type approaches making a purchase for 
different reasons and understanding the emotions and thoughts they 
face is where we gain greater insights into how God has wired us. 
Essentially, we’re paying attention to the thoughts and emotions that 
make an impact on how we handle money because this provides 
clues to how God has uniquely designed us. In the end, this under-
standing increases our sense of financial well- being.

Types and Their Shadow Sides

One more vital element must be understood if we want to experience 
financial well- being. Each type has what I call a shadow side. While 
the seven biblical characters provide us clearer images of what God 
is like and how life can be with God, they all had deep flaws that 
flowed from the shadow side of their lives. These flaws affected how 
they handled resources. For example, Isaac represents discipline, and 
the way he related to resources flowed out of a disciplined mind-
set— he sought to maximize whatever he had. His shadow side was 
fear, and because of this fear, he occasionally found himself con-
cerned about how God would provide resources. When a shadow side 
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of fear is coupled with a disciplined mindset, the potential for greed 
becomes very real. A disciplined pursuit of maximizing resources 
can morph into hoarding; fear turns disciplined inclinations into 
greed. Nevertheless, despite their shadow sides, God journeyed with 
them. So there is space for us to grow and develop as well.

A shadow side presents each of us with an opportunity to mature 
related to money. As you read about each of the seven types, you’ll learn 
from his hang- ups and setbacks. Seeing the character’s shadow side in 
action will help you become more aware of your own shadow side so 
you can guard against its tendencies.3 The more we learn to recog-
nize, understand, and even anticipate our own shadow sides the better 
positioned we are to keep them from affecting our otherwise healthy 
relationships with God and money. Each type’s shadow side wrestles 
with the light of God’s image seeking to shine forth; virtue and vice 
are in tension within and around each of them, and the same pertains 
to each of us. This is one reason we often have conflicting emotions 
internally and tensions with others externally related to money.

Because we’re surrounded by unhealthy messages about money 
from the prevailing culture, and by faulty thinking, our shadow 
sides can become difficult to see. Perhaps our eyes have adjusted to 
the darkness to the point that we’ve become accustomed to it, not 
realizing there is an illuminated path just outside our awareness. 
I hope the Shadow Side section in the chapter about your money 
type will help you see your own shadow side with greater clarity.

Seeing God in Other Money Types

A person’s money type influences the ways he or she thinks about, 
feels about, and acts with money. For this reason, it’s vital that you 
glean insights on how to recognize other money types at work in 
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those around you— both their strengths and shadow sides— so you 
can better relate to them.

Perhaps like me, you’ve been taught everyone should relate 
to money in certain ways. Rather than writing off someone’s 
thoughts, emotions, or behavior as irrational, you can use the 
information in this book to help you consider how that person 
may be expressing— for better or worse— the uniqueness of God’s 
image playing out through their money type, or perhaps how their 
shadow side is creating tension. While it may be enticing to read 
only about the type you perceive to be your own, it will be profit-
able to study each type, thereby preparing you to better understand 
your friends, relatives, and colleagues. Besides, you’re meant to 
grow in all the types, maturing in your relationship to God and 
money. Each type is important to your spiritual and financial 
growth and development as a well- rounded person.

All the money types bring with them wonderful and challenging 
aspects. Understanding how a type is operating can bring great clarity 
to a situation, repairing relationships and allowing space for diverse 
ways of relating to money to emerge and work together. The degree to 
which we embrace and grow in our money types determines whether 
we are able to conquer our internal and relational financial tensions.

Beyond the Bottom Line

For so long we’ve been told we should relate to money in certain ways. 
We’ve instinctively known, however, that there’s more to our relation-
ship with God and money than just saving, spending, and giving, 
more than wealth or poverty. We are not that simple. We are diversely, 
divinely designed, and we can understand ourselves a little more 
clearly not by fitting into haphazard financial mantras or categories, 
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but by looking more intently at God, his Word, and how we are made 
in his image informs the ways we— and others— relate to money.

Have you ever taken time to listen to your life, and to listen 
to God’s voice in and through your life, to hear what he is saying 
to you about the way you are God- imaged? God- wired? Could the 
way you feel about and relate to money be part of God’s design, and 
are you open to growing in your relationship to God and money 
as you embrace and mature in this God- design? Are you open to 
viewing money as a medium or tool through which you can give 
expression to your deepest, most God- centered passions?

The goal of this book is not to give practical advice on what 
to do with your money. You should seek a certified professional 
for assistance with learning how to give, save, spend, and invest 
your finances. I’m not a certified financial planner (though I’ve 
worked with them); I’m a student of the Scriptures with the heart 
of a pastor who, like you, believes life makes more sense in light of 
God and how he is revealed in the stories of Scripture. You will, 
however, learn much more about how you are wired financially. 
Hopefully, you’ll emerge with more questions— and some helpful 
answers— while growing closer in your relationship with God and 
more at peace with your relationship to money.

Discover Your Money Type: The 
Seven Money Types Assessment

This assessment is designed to help you discern the way(s) you most 
clearly resonate with God’s image related to finances. You’re the 
expert on you, so view this assessment as a tool to point you in the 
right direction, but ultimately rely on what you know about yourself 
as you read the chapters. You’ll sense when you discover your type.
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